Digital Elevation
Models
Applied Spatial Intelligence

The Complete Guide

AW3D 5m Contours Chiba, Japan

1m Tri-stereo DEM, Kalgoorlie, WA

Capability Snapshot

About Geoimage

DEM Overview

Geoimage has been offering professional
and independent advice on the supply,
processing, analysis and integration of
satellite imagery and spatial datasets
since 1988. Geoimage’s unsurpassed
reputation for timely delivery,
dedicated follow-up and professional
customer service is evident from
our extensive client list spanning the
mining and exploration, environmental,
infrastructure, agriculture and
government sectors.

•

•
•

•

There are two main types of Digital
Elevation Models (DEM);
- Digital Terrain Model (DTM)
- Digital Surface Model (DSM)
DEMs can be created using Stereo or
Tristereo data
Geoimage can create DEMs to suit
any use case with resolutions varying
from 0.5m to 20m
DEMs are suitable for a myriad of
industry use cases

This booklet provides a detailed
overview of DEMs and Geoimage’s DEM
capabilities. Our highly specialised team
have highlighted the key benefits
and applications and demonstrate its
applications with current samples and
case studies.

Figure: 50cm DSM over Greenland
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What is a Digital Elevation Model?

What is a DEM?
DEMs are an integral part of any
geospatial analysis. A DEM is a digital
model or 3D representation of a terrain’s
surface – created from terrain elevation
data. Geoimage’s internal processing
team can apply two variations of DEMs
(DSM or DTM) to your satellite imagery
depending on your requirements.
A Digital Surface Model (DSM)
represents the Earth’s surface and
includes all objects on it. This will
include the heights of physical features
such as buildings, roads and vegetation
as well as bare earth. A Digital Terrain
Model (DTM) represents the bare ground
surface in which all the cultural features
such as buildings and trees have been
removed. DEMs can be generated from a
number of data sources.
We can categorise DEMs by their grid or
spatial resolution, which in turn affects
the inherent horizontal and vertical
accuracy. While a DSM may be useful for
landscape modelling, city modelling and
visualisation application, a DTM is often
required for flood or drainage modelling,
land-use studies, geological application
and other applications.

DEMs can be used for, but not
restricted to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extracting terrain parameters
Modelling water flow or mass
movement
Creation of relief maps
Terrain analysis in geomorphology
and physical geography
Flood modelling
Watershed analysis
Engineering and infrastructure
design
Image orthorectification
Contour generation
Slope analysis for bushfire risk
Mobile network analysis

Features and benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Worldwide availability of satellite
data without any access restrictions
Large area coverage
Resolution from very high to regional
Fast processing time
Low processing cost
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Geoimage DEM Offerings

Depending on the use case and scope of
the project, Geoimage will recommend
a DEM solution that is right for you.
Geoimage offers DEMs that can be
curated from either stereo or Tristereo
imagery. Similarly, Geoimage can also
provide AW3D from RESTEC.

In addition to our current capabilities,
2021 will see the launch of WorldView
Legion, Pleiades Neo and ALOS-3 which
will allow us to supply additional DEMs
between 50cm and 1m. To stay up to
date with these advancements, make
sure you are on our mailing list and
following us on LinkedIn.

Below is a snapshot of Geoimage’s DEM capabilities:

*Observed accuracies with client supplied ground control

Figure: 1m Tristereo DEM over Melbourne CBD
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Stereo & Tristereo DEMs

Stereo DEMs

Tristereo DEMs

Stereo capture comprises of a singular
image pair that can be used to create
an elevation model using a forward
and backwards angle to reduce the
probability of missing surface or terrain.
Stereo is the most common imagery
acquisition method used for capturing
areas from the ground-up as there are
generally less occlusions.

Tristereo is an acquisition method
designed to produce a more accurate
elevation model than seen with stereo
image pairs. This is because it simulates
traditional photogrammetric stereo
coverage methods. Tristereo is composed
of three near-simultaneously acquired
images that are merged to present a
precise and detailed DEM. The target
area is scanned from three different
directions (backwards, forwards, and
near-nadir), allowing better retrieval of
elevation values over terrains without
the risk of overlooking hidden items.
The internal stability of Tristereo
modelling provides added accuracy and
detail to the produced DEM by reducing
occlusions caused by terrain limitations.

However, sub-level data in locations
such as mine sites, volcanos and
glaciers usually require a near-nadir
capture as well. This also holds true for
areas where shadows, high roughness
and steep slopes are present. For such
use cases, Tristereo is more appropriate.

Figure: 3m Tristereo DEM over Columbia
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Stereo & Tristereo DEMs

The below images of the Kalgoorlie
Super Pit in Western Australia
demonstrate how comprehensive and
detailed Tristereo is in its coverage in
comparison to stereo.

The addition of a near-nadir capture has
revealed data along the western side of
the mine site that would have been lost
using stereo.

Figure: Stereo and Tristereo DEM over Kalgoorlie Super Pit in Western Australia

Near-Nadir

Figure: Visual representation of difference between Stereo and Tristereo capture. Image Source: Airbus
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AW3D

What is AW3D?
AW3D is an archive elevation model
which offers very precise and detailed
3D data of cities, terrains, ground
undulations, and other global land
spaces. AW3D data can be used for
urban planning, map creation, resource
development, disaster prevention,
infrastructure development, and much
more. AW3D is used in more than 115
countries and can produce 3D maps at
2.5m resolution, providing highly detailed
elevation models anywhere on Earth.
As a licensed reseller for the Asia Pacific
Region, Geoimage acquires AW3D data as
an off the shelf product from one of our
key satellite partners, RESTEC.

As AW3D is based off archive data
only, the turnaround time is much
quicker than acquiring standard
elevation models. Furthermore, with
the imminent availability of ALOS3 data, more high resolution (80cm)
data will become available.

Benefits of AW3D:
•
•
•

Save time with archived data
World-wide coverage
High precision data provides greater
confidence

•

Suitable for a wider range of
applications
Features are presented with higher
resolution and greater clarity

•

Figure: AW3D data provided by RESTEC which has been overlaid with 2.5m and 5m contours by
Geoimage
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AW3D Case Study

Use of AW3D within Mineral
Exploration in the Andes Mountains in
Southern Peru
Performing mineral exploration
operations within remote, mountainous
areas is always difficult, expensive
and time consuming. This case study
highlights an example where a high
quality Digital Elevation Model (DEM),
derived from satellite imagery, is an
extremely effective tool to use within
these operations.
The 678sqkm study area was located
in the Andes Mountains in Southern
Peru. The large elevation range and the
remoteness of the area justified the
use of a high resolution DEM as part of
the exploration process. The 5-metre
resolution ALOS World 3D (AW3D)
topographic data was identified

as a superior solution to off-the-shelf
medium resolution DEMs. Due to the
mountainous terrain with elevations
ranging from 1809m to 4791m and
slopes ranging between 0 to 81 degrees,
vehicular access within the region
was limited. The use of AW3D within
the exploration process resulted in
significant time savings in the crucial
interpretation and planning stages,
improving the ability of field teams to
access the highest priority targets first.
This data will continue to add value
throughout the exploration stages of the
projects including accurate siting of drill
pads and 3D modelling of other datasets.
This case study provides a good example
of how a high quality satellite derived
dataset, such as AW3D, can be employed
within the mineral exploration phase of a
mining operation.

Figure: Analytic Signal Vertical Integral (ASVI) Airborne Magnetics draped over AW3D- Shaded Relief
(©NTT Data, RESTEC/Included©JAXA)
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Tristereo Case Study

Geoimage was contracted to supply a
Digital Terrain Model (DTM) over Grande
Comoros. The project was specifically
aimed at providing a DTM over Mt
Karthala, a shield volcano occupying
almost two-thirds of the island. This
volcano is currently active, with its most
recent eruption occurring in November
2005. Due to the risks associated with
monitoring an active volcano using
traditional boots-on-ground methods,
Grande Comoros was a prime candidate
for a satellite derived product.
The first requirement was to assess
the project and determine the most
appropriate imagery source. Because of
the geological form of the AOI, which
included vertical walls to the caldera, it
was decided that a Tristereo approach
was best suited to the project. The
use of a Tristereo dataset, minimizing
such occlusion would provide the best
representation of the caldera walls.
While an Also 2.5m
Tristereo PRIM data was considered,
the spatial resolution of Pleiades 50cm
Tristereo capture was considered the
best solution. Pleiades data also came
in 12-bit format, which would prove to
be beneficial for drawing data out of the
shadows caused by the caldera walls.

After Geoimage obtained a Pleiades
Tristereo, production of the 1m
resolution DTM commenced. The DTM
was produced using photogrammetric
software, combined with Geoimage
proprietary techniques.
The client was able to provide 179
hand-held GPS ground control points
throughout the AOI. The final product
was checked against these control
points and the final DTM was assessed
as having a Linear Error 90% (LE90) of
65cm.
The use of a Tristereo dataset proved
to be an optimal solution for a target
area containing areas of sharp relief,
such as the caldera walls. The final 1m
resolution DTM product contained no
areas of occlusion and contained spatial
accuracy (X, Y & Z) to meet the clients’
needs.

Figure: Comoros 1m DTM
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Final Word

Geoimage generates DEMs using satellite imagery which is
processed in-house to the clients specifications. Geoimage has
over 30 years of experience creating DEMs for a diverse range of
applications including terrain analysis and contour generation.
If you require additional information about DEMs, please get in
touch with the Geoimage Team.
We look forward to contributing to your future projects.

